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In an A-level English class recently, my teacher described ballet as being just like poetry for her. I thought that this was both 

phenomenally and very simply beautiful. Hearing her articulate it like that gave me the same feeling of awe that I felt whilst 

being sat in the audience of Matthew Bourne’s ‘Romeo and Juliet’, with my mum periodically reminding me to breathe.  

Last Summer, I ran dance classes with my church community and discovered how inspiring it is to watch others find joy in 

dance. People appeared on zoom in the belting heat, from their front rooms or gardens, to find themselves momentarily freed 

from the pressures of lockdown and to catch themselves getting way more into the music than any adult would care to admit. 

Kids scolding their Dads to point their toes and to turn to the left (“We go THAT way”) filled my Monday afternoons for a brief 

period of time in that first quarantine, and imprinted on me the impact of creating space to share something that you love. 

There was something so moving about seeing people from all walks of life learn to proudly wear the badge of ‘dancer’, and 

watching them lose their inhibitions just long enough to forget that, in around 3 minutes, the music would finish.  

Being part of the OneDance Young Creatives Course was another moment like this. It was amazing to watch a screen full of 

people from all across the UK fully forget that anyone else could see them and lean entirely into the music. Watching that many 

people bear their emotion so honestly is an experience that I wish I could carry with me, and pass to strangers on the street. 

Improvisation like that always feels like a promise to yourself.  

Improvisation is the smell of rain. Catharsis. Placing headphones on and having your music up, loud enough to lose yourself, is 

euphoric. It says ‘you can shed all of that weight off your shoulders’, and it promises safety - no judgement.  

It’s overwhelmingly brave and vulnerable and strong and fragile all at the same time. Improvisation can become a vessel for 

someone to transform from feeling out of place and self-conscious to capturing the entire floor; their presence filling the space, 

drawing eyes and naturally building their own structure for a spotlight, from the ground upwards.  

Crafting a stage from your own home has been vital over this last period of instability, to preserve our sanity, but the feeling of 

being onstage is irreplaceable. Stepping onstage feels like pure flight; like warm days in September and the realisation that the 

evenings are becoming lighter in February. Those moments of freedom and exhilaration massively outweigh any other 

adrenaline rush. They stand as testaments to the fact that you are very much, incredibly alive (and should probably be running 

through the choreography in your head).  

Dance takes you outside of yourself, yet also holds you steadfast. It grounds you.  

Maybe it is like poetry after all. 

 


